
Seeing Music
Communicating concepts and moods through art



Synesthesia

a neurological phenomenon in which stimulation of 
one sensory or cognitive pathway leads to 
automatic, involuntary experiences in a second



Hearing a sound that 
triggers a visual image

The Painted Laugh



Emotions

Anger

Sadness

Joy

Hunger Envy



Photographer Linden Gledhill uses high speed cameras to 
capture paint dancing to the vibration of a sound speaker. "
The results look like sculptures made of liquid plastic or wax, 
but they exist for only a fraction of a second!

http://www.flickr.com/people/13084997@N03/


Dissecting Lyrics

Night owl  

by Little River Band 



Lets listen to some practice music first!  
Draw along using 3 pastels while thinking about: Line, 

Emphasis, Value, Movement, and lyrical message

“Strizzalo” by Devotchka (insturmental) 

“First of the Year” Skrillex (instrumental) 

“First Kiss” by Tom Waits (content) 

“Seatbelt Hands” by Listener (content)



Your Assignment

Excellent Good Fair Unsatisfactory

Completion"
15 points

turns in completed painting and 
artist statement

Creativity"
30 Points

student takes a unique 
perspective on project. has gone 
above and beyond to challenge 
him or herself  

student comes up with fitting 
imagery for the piece chosen and 
executes idea creatively 

painting represents a basic or 
generic element of the piece 
chosen 

Lack of effort in choosing how to 
represent their piece 

Directions"
30 points

student makes connections to 
other projects and demonstrates 
knowledge of space relationships, 
paint techniques and 
composition. 

painting is made using 
appropriate color scheme to 
represent the lyrical content, 
musical composition, or style and 
language of a written work

painting only includes some or 
part of the requirements of the 
assignment

Artist Statement"
25 points

above and beyond thoughtful 
response

addresses all elements outlined 
on check list

Incomplete or missing

Pick a song to represent in a visual way 
You may choose to depict the lyrical content or the  

an interpretation of the sound of the music 
"

You will be using your acrylic paints  
and complete the final drafts on 11”x14” canvases 


